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Gary Paulsen and Woodsong 
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Born in 1939, Gary Paulsen grew up in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and other locations in 
the United States and Canada. Writing over 
200 books is a remarkable feat for anyone but 
especially for Paulsen. He had a difficult 
childhood and did not graduate from high 
school. He began his career as a writer in the 

1960s. Many of his books are considered 
classics of young adult literature. Hatchet, 
Dogsong, and The Winter Room are among 
his most famous titles. Paulsen won numerous 
awards for his work, including the Margaret A. 
Edwards Award for lifetime achievement in 
young adult literature. 

Paulsen is also known for his experiences with 
the Iditarod, an annual long-distance sled 
dog race run in Alaska. He raced three times 
and has written several books about his 
experiences, including Winterdance: The Fine 
Madness of Running the Iditarod. 

Woodsong is a recollection of Paulsen’s 
experiences with the sport of dog mushing 

and the Iditarod. The book covers his training 
for the race, his interactions with the dogs and 
other mushers, and the challenges he faced 
during the race. 



Teaching Information and Resources 
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Reading Woodsong with Students 

The magic begins in the classroom when students reach “Part 2: The Race” of Woodsong. Timing reading the novel during the 

actual Iditarod is a must. For 2023, The Iditarod starts in Anchorage on Saturday, March 4, and officially begins on Willow Lake 

on Sunday, March 5. 

Over time, when I couldn’t squeeze in the full novel, I learned that students have no trouble getting interested in the story if 

they start the book beginning with Part 2 which later became my routine. Because of this, I have included comprehension 

questions for Part 2 only.  

Woodsong Audiobook 

Fortunately, our school owns a class set of Woodsong because buying a set can be quite expensive especially if you only plan 

to teach a small portion of the book. Luckily, Christine Ward reads the full book on YouTube. Better yet, the video shows the 

text of the story while she reads. 

Woodsong Comprehension 

The next pages contain 2 comprehension quizzes for Woodsong. The answer key shows the “Day of the Race” where the 

answers can be found if you would like to spread the book out with small mini-lessons that last the length of the Iditarod. Last 

year’s winner ran the race in 8 days 14 hours. 

• Woodsong - The Race - Days 1 – 6  

• Woodsong - The Race - Days 7 – 17 

The quizzes begin with many knowledge level questions. Higher thinking level questions can be found at the end of the 

quizzes. 

The Iditarod Materials   

• Maps 

• Chart of the Checkpoints 

• List of Websites with Weather Cams and Information 

Project Ideas 

• Tracking Mushers (I always have students select two mushers to track as many don’t finish the race.) 

• Puppy Chow Recipe 

• Diorama  

https://www.youtube.com/@christineward2022/videos
https://www.youtube.com/@christineward2022/videos
https://www.youtube.com/@christineward2022/videos


Woodsong - The Race - Days 1 – 6 Comprehension Questions 

1. Beginning the race in 

Anchorage is ----. 

 

a) done on only even years 

b) for television, to give 

Anchorage publicity 

c) the hardest part of the 

race 

2. The real race ----. 

 

a) begins in Nome 

b) begins 30 miles out of 

town 

c) begins the next day 

3. On the first day the race is 

stopped by ----. 

 

a) a snowmobile 

b) a fallen tree 

c) a moose 

d) a pack of wolves 

4. When Wilson takes a wrong 

turn, ----. 

 

a) 27 teams follow 

b) Paulsen ends back on the 

correct trail by some 

miracle 

c) Paulsen ends up in a small 

town 

5. Much time is spent ----. 

 

a) taking care of the dogs 

b) eating 

c) sleeping 

6. On Day 2, Paulsen reaches 

----. 

 

a) the end of the race 

b) Dawson 

c) the first checkpoint 

7. Paulsen hallucinates 

thinking that ----. 

 

a) there is a bear chasing 

him 

b) the dogs are on fire 

c) they have finished the 

race 

8. On Day 3, Paulsen realizes -

---. 

 

a) he could win the race 

b) his team is slow 

c) he is not going to finish the 

race 

9. On the fourth day, Paulsen 

must ----. 

 

a) climb all day 

b) go down the gorge 

c) stop frequently to rest the 

dogs 

10. At Rhone River, ----. 

 

a) Paulsen takes a wrong 

turn 

b) Paulsen must take a 

mandatory 24 hour 

layover 

c) Paulsen hits his head 

d) Wilson is injured 

11. Many ---- are passed 

around camp. 

 

a) stories of past races 

b) folk tales 

c) rumors 

12. On Day 6, Paulsen passes 

----. 

 

a) an area that was burned 

by a forest fire 

b) a steep gorge 

c) a pass between two 

mountains 
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Woodsong - The Race - Days 1 - 6 

13. Paulsen has a hard time --

--. 

 

a) telling real from 

hallucinations 

b) helping the other mushers 

14. When Wilson becomes lost 

for the second time, he is 

helped by ----. 

 

a) another musher 

b) the Eskimo man 

c) a family in a nearby cabin 

15. Write S for simile and M for 

metaphor. 

 

_____ … dragging on the 

back of the sled like 

garbage. 

_____ To scratch. Before the 

race it is spoken of as  a 

disease. 

_____ I am a leper. 

_____ [the man in the trench 

coat] as dull as thick mud 

_____ …but the hot worm is 

still there. 

_____ The peaks tower over 

the cabin, making it like a 

jewel in a giant… 

16. Read this sentence. 

 

More slamming and 

screaming and waiting for 

the front teams to leave and 

again, madness. 

 

Why does Paulsen connect 

words and phrases by 

repeating the word and? 

 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________ 

17. From which point of view 

is Woodsong written? 

 

a) first-person point of view  

b) second person point of 

view  

c) third-person limited point 

of view  

d) third-person omniscient 

“all-knowing” 

18. The author, Gary Paulsen, 

most likely wrote Woodsong 

to ----. 

 

a) inform readers how to 

race in the Iditarod 

b) entertain readers with a 

story about a courageous 

person 

c) share personal 

experiences 

d) amuse readers with a 

funny story 

 

19. A good title for “The Race 

– Days 1-6” could be ----. 

 

a) The Many Challenges of 

Racing the Iditarod 

b) Dogs on Fire 

c) Moose in the Way 

d) Cookies and Tea 

 

20. Woodsong is a memoir. 

What are the differences 

between a memoir and an 

autobiography? 

 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________ 
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Woodsong - The Race - Days 7 - 17 Comprehension Questions 

1. On Day 7, a man gives 

Paulsen ----. 

 

a) sodas 

b) booties 

c) a parka 

d) advice 

2. The sodas freeze, burst, 

and thaw out ----. 

 

a) on the meat 

b) on the change of clothing 

c) on the dogs’ booties 

3. Paulsen’s telling about 

Wilson wearing the soda 

soaked bootie can best be 

described as ----. 

 

a) upsetting 

b) scary 

c) humorous 

d) disgusting 

4. On Day 8, while traveling 

through the middle of Alaska, 

the land is ----. 

 

a) thick forests 

b) wide open lakes 

c) tundra 

5. On Day 8, Wilson begins ----

. 

 

a) coughing 

b) falling asleep while 

running 

c) bleeding 

6. One musher tells Paulsen 

that ----. 

 

a) twice someone passed 

him in the dark looking for 

Willy 

b) only 6 runners are ahead 

of him 

c) he has steak he would 

share 

7. Paulsen did not tell the 

other runner that he was the 

one calling for Willy because 

----. 

 

a) he wants to surprise him 

b) he is too tired to explain 

what was taking place 

c) he does not want the 

man to think he is crazy 

8. One man in a plane stops 

to ----. 

 

a) get information for the 

newspaper 

b) take pictures 

c) breed his wolf 

 

9. One of Paulsen's dogs 

would only eat ----. 

 

a) liver 

b) lamb 

c) pork 

d) Paulsen's food 

10. Paulsen had to eat ----. 

 

a) dog food 

b) butter 

c) moose 

d) fish 

11. Paulsen goes through the 

Shageluck checkpoint on 

Day 9. This means he is taken 

the ---- route. 

 

a) Northern 

b) Southern 

12. It turns so cold that 

Paulsen ---- to keep warm. 

 

a) builds a fire on the sled 

b) runs 

c) curls up with the dogs 
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Woodsong - The Race - Days 7 - 17 Comprehension Questions 
13. One big mistake Paulsen 

makes on Day 11 is ----. 

 

a) falling asleep during the 

run 

b) removing his face masks 

to breath in deeply 

c) drinking water from the 

river 

 

14. The end of the river run is 

marked by ----. 

 

a) a log cabin 

b) a graveyard 

c) a forest 

d) a checkpoint 

15. On Day 12, Paulsen rests --

--. 

 

a) in the deep woods 

b) outside of an Eskimo 

village 

c) by a river 

d) in the home of an Eskimo 

16. When Paulsen has about 

200 miles left to go, ----. 

 

a) he gets a ride to the end of 

the race 

b) he gives up 

c) the race ends 

17. Read this passage. 

Clouds of ptarmigan rise like 

giant white snowflakes into ta 

bright sun in front of the 

dogs-on their back legs to 

see better are all over the 

place. 

A ptarmigan is most likely a 

type of ----. 

a) bird 

b) rabbit 

c) wolf 

18. List one of the many 

rumors about traveling across 

the Norton Sound. 

 

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________ 

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________ 

19. Read this passage. 

The day passes in a kind of 

Gidget-goes-to-Nome 

happiness… 

Which type of figurative 

phrase is used in this 

passage? 

____________________________

Who is Gidget? 

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________ 

20. On Day 15, one musher 

plays with his dogs using a ----. 

 

a) stuffed animal 

b) stick 

c) ball 

d) rubber duck 

 

21. When Paulsen is close to 

the finish line, he ----. 

 

a) doesn't want the race to 

end 

b) runs hard towards the 

finish line 

22. Seeing ---- encourages 

Paulsen to finish the race. 

 

a) other dog teams 

b) the mayor of Nome 

c) his wife 

23. Explain how the Northern 

and Southern routes are 

different . 

 

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________ 

24.Which experience was… 

the scariest? 

the funniest? 
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Answer Keys 
 
“Day of the Race” is listed before each question for teachers who would like to break the 
quiz down into smaller pieces. These have been omitted from the student pages to 
prevent students from just searching for answers and not reading the full text. 
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Woodsong - The Race - Days 1 – 6 Comprehension Questions Answer Key 

1. DAY 1 Beginning the race 

in Anchorage is ----. 

 

a) done on only even years 

b) for television, to give 

Anchorage publicity 

c) the hardest part of the 

race 

 

2. DAY 1 The real race ----. 

 

a) begins in Nome 

b) begins 30 miles out of town 

c) begins the next day 

3. DAY 1 On the first day the 

race is stopped by ----. 

 

a) a snowmobile 

b) a fallen tree 

c) a moose 

d) a pack of wolves 

4. DAY 1 When Wilson takes a 

wrong turn, ----. 

 

a) 27 teams follow 

b) Paulsen ends back on the 

correct trail by some 

miracle 

c) Paulsen ends up in a small 

town 

5. DAY 2 Much time is spent --

--. 

 

a) taking care of the dogs 

b) eating 

c) sleeping 

6. DAY 2 On Day 2, Paulsen 

reaches ----. 

 

a) the end of the race 

b) Dawson 

c) the first checkpoint 

7. DAY 2 Paulsen hallucinates 

thinking that ----. 

 

a) there is a bear chasing 

him 

b) the dogs are on fire 

c) they have finished the 

race 

8. DAY 3 On Day 3, Paulsen 

realizes ----. 

 

a) he could win the race 

b) his team is slow 

c) he is not going to finish the 

race 

9. DAY 4 On the fourth day, 

Paulsen must ----. 

 

a) climb all day 

b) go down the gorge 

c) stop frequently to rest the 

dogs 

10. DAY 5 At Rhone River, ----. 

 

a) Paulsen takes a wrong 

turn 

b) Paulsen must take a 

mandatory 24 hour 

layover 

c) Paulsen hits his head 

d) Wilson is injured 

11. DAY 5 Many ---- are 

passed around camp. 

 

a) stories of past races 

b) folk tales 

c) rumors 

12. DAY 6 On Day 6, Paulsen 

passes ----. 

 

a) an area that was burned 

by a forest fire 

b) a steep gorge 

c) a pass between two 

mountains 
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Woodsong - The Race - Days 1 – 6 Comprehension Questions Answer Key 
13. DAY 6 Paulsen has a hard 

time ----. 

 

a) telling real from 

hallucinations 

b) helping the other mushers 

14. DAY 6 When Wilson 

becomes lost for the second 

time, he is helped by ----. 

 

a) another musher 

b) the Eskimo man 

c) a family in a nearby cabin 

15. Write S for simile and M for 

metaphor. 

 

__S__ … dragging on the 

back of the sled like 

garbage. 

__M__ To scratch. Before the 

race it is spoken of as  a 

disease. 

__M__ I am a leper. 

__S__ [the man in the trench 

coat] as dull as thick mud 

__M__ …but the hot worm is 

still there. 

__S__  The peaks tower over 

the cabin, making it like a 

jewel in a giant… 

16. Read this sentence. 

 

More slamming and 

screaming and waiting for 

the front teams to leave and 

again, madness. 

 

Why does Paulsen connect 

words and phrases by 

repeating the word and? 

 

Long stringy sentences with 

many descriptors add 

excitement to the story. 

17. From which point of view 

is Woodsong written? 

 

a) first-person point of view  

b) second person point of 

view  

c) third-person limited point 

of view  

d) third-person omniscient 

“all-knowing” 

18. The author, Gary Paulsen, 

most likely wrote Woodsong 

to ----. 

 

a) inform readers how to race 

in the Iditarod 

b) entertain readers with a 

story about a courageous 

person 

c) share personal experiences 

d) amuse readers with a 

funny story 

 

19. A good title for “The Race 

– Days 1-6” could be ----. 

 

a) The Many Challenges of 

Racing the Iditarod 

b) Dogs on Fire 

c) Moose in the Way 

d) Cookies and Tea 

 

20. Woodsong is a memoir. 

What are the differences 

between a memoir and an 

autobiography? 

 

An autobiography is more 

comprehensive and covers a 

person’s entire life while a 

memoir focuses on a specific 

aspect or period of time. 

Woodsong does not focus on 

Paulsen’s entire life – only on 

his experiences of preparing 

for and running in the Iditarod 

Race. 
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Woodsong - The Race - Days 7 - 17 Comprehension Questions Answer Key 
 1. DAY 7 On Day 7, a man 

gives Paulsen ----. 

 

a) sodas 

b) booties 

c) a parka 

d) advice 

2. DAY 7 The sodas freeze, 

burst, and thaw out ----. 

 

a) on the meat 

b) on the change of clothing 

c) on the dogs’ booties 

3. DAY 7 Paulsen’s telling 

about Wilson wearing the 

soda soaked bootie can best 

be described as ----. 

 

a) upsetting 

b) scary 

c) humorous 

d) disgusting 

4. DAY 8 On Day 8, while 

traveling through the middle 

of Alaska, the land is ----. 

 

a) thick forests 

b) wide open lakes 

c) tundra 

5. DAY 8 On Day 8, Wilson 

begins ----. 

 

a) coughing 

b) falling asleep while 

running 

c) bleeding 

6. DAY 8 One musher tells 

Paulsen that ----. 

 

a) twice someone passed 

him in the dark looking for 

Willy 

b) only 6 runners are ahead 

of him 

c) he has steak he would 

share 

7. DAY 8 Paulsen did not tell 

the other runner that he was 

the one calling for Willy 

because ----. 

 

a) he wants to surprise him 

b) he is too tired to explain 

what was taking place 

c) he does not want the 

man to think he is crazy 

8. DAY 9 One man in a plane 

stops to ----. 

 

a) get information for the 

newspaper 

b) take pictures 

c) breed his wolf 

 

9. DAY 9 One of Paulsen's 

dogs would only eat ----. 

 

a) liver 

b) lamb 

c) pork 

d) Paulsen's food 

10. DAY 9 Paulsen had to eat 

----. 

 

a) dog food 

b) butter 

c) moose 

d) fish 

11. DAY 9 Paulsen goes 

through the Shageluck 

checkpoint on Day 9. This 

means he is taken the ---- 

route. 

 

a) Northern 

b) Southern 

12. DAY 11 It turns so cold 

that Paulsen ---- to keep 

warm. 

 

a) builds a fire on the sled 

b) runs 

c) curls up with the dogs 
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Woodsong - The Race - Days 7 - 17 Comprehension Questions Answer Key 
 13. DAY 11 One big mistake 

Paulsen makes on Day 11 is --

--. 

 

a) falling asleep during the 

run 

b) removing his face masks 

to breath in deeply 

c) drinking water from the 

river 

 

14. DAY 11 The end of the 

river run is marked by ----. 

 

a) a log cabin 

b) a graveyard 

c) a forest 

d) a checkpoint 

15. DAY 12 On Day 12, 

Paulsen rests ----. 

 

a) in the deep woods 

b) outside of an Eskimo 

village 

c) by a river 

d) in the home of an Eskimo 

16. DAY 13 When Paulsen has 

about 200 miles left to go, ----. 

 

a) he gets a ride to the end 

of the race 

b) he gives up 

c) the race ends 

17. DAY 13 Read this 

passage. 

Clouds of ptarmigan rise like 

giant white snowflakes into ta 

bright sun in front of the 

dogs-on their back legs to 

see better are all over the 

place. 

A ptarmigan is most likely a 

type of ----. 

a) bird 

b) rabbit 

c) wolf 

18. DAY 14 List one of the 

many rumors about traveling 

across the Norton Sound. 

 

Seven examples are listed in 

the text beginning 

with…”Someone…” 

 

19. DAY 15 Read this 

passage. 

The day passes in a kind of 

Gidget-goes-to-Nome 

happiness… 

Which type of figurative 

phrase is used in this 

passage? 

metaphor 

Who is Gidget? 

Gidget is the title character 

in a series of films and 

television shows in the 1950s 

and 1960s. 

20. DAY 15 On Day 15, one 

musher plays with his dogs 

using a ----. 

 

a) stuffed animal 

b) stick 

c) ball 

d) rubber duck 

 

21. DAYS 16-17 When Paulsen 

is close to the finish line, he ---

-. 

 

a) doesn't want the race to 

end 

b) runs hard towards the 

finish line 

22. DAYS 16-17 Seeing ---- 

encourages Paulsen to finish 

the race. 

 

a) other dog teams 

b) the mayor of Nome 

c) his wife 

23. Explain how the Northern 

and Southern routes are 

different . 

 

Both routes begin and end 

on the same trail. They vary in 

the middle where on even 

years the trail loops up to the 

north and on odd years the 

trail drops down to the south. 

24.Which experience was… 

 

the scariest? 

 

the funniest? 
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Checkpoint Distance to Nome 

Eagle River 1141 miles 

Wasilla 1112 miles 

Knik 1098 miles 

Yentna Station 1046 miles 

Skwentna 1012 miles 

Finger Lake 967 miles 

Rainy Pass  927 miles 

Rohn 889 miles 

Nikolai 796 miles 

McGrath 748 miles 

Takotna 725 miles 

Ophir 687 miles 

Iditarod 597 miles 

Shageluk 532 miles 

Anvik 507 miles 

Grayling 489 miles 

Eagle Island 429 miles 

Kaltag 359 miles 

Unalakleet 269 miles 

Shaktoolik 229 miles 

Koyuk 171 miles 

Elim 123 miles 

Golovin 95 miles 

White Mountain 77 miles 

Safety  22 miles 

Nome 0 miles 

Get ready to track the race. - Have 
students examine a map of the race. 

    Southern Route (odd number years) 
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Checkpoint Distance to Nome 

Eagle River 1141 miles 

Wasilla 1112 miles 

Knik 1098 miles 

Yentna Station 1046 miles 

Skwenta 1012 miles 

Finger Lake 967 miles 

Rainy Pass 927 miles 

Rohn 889 miles 

Nikolai 796 miles 

McGrath 748 miles 

Takotna 725 miles 

Ophir 687 miles 

Cripple 617 miles 

Ruby 505 miles 

Galena 453 miles 

Nulato 401 miles 

Kaltag 351 miles 

Unalakleet 269 miles 

Shaktoolik 229 miles 

Koyuk 171 miles 

Elim 123 miles 

Golovin 95 miles 

White Mountain 77 miles 

Safety 22 miles 

Nome 0 miles 

    Northern Route (even number years) 
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Online Resources 
 

https://weathercams.faa.gov/ 
 
Have students select two mushers to track throughout the race. Change the date on the link below to 
your current date to see the mushers for this year’s race. 
 
https://iditarod.com/race/2023/mushers/ 
 
Have students record “their mushers” check in times for each of the checkpoints. Charts are provided for 

doing this. This link is where students will find the information they need to track their selected mushers 
once the race begins. 
 
https://iditarod.com/race/2023/checkpoints/ 
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Iditarod – Northern Route Musher Tracking Sheet                

Checkpoint Position Date In 

Willow     

Yentna Station     

Skwentna     

Finger Lake     

Rainy Pass     

Rohn     

Nikolai     

McGrath     

Ophir     

Cripple     

Ruby     

Galena     

Nulato     

Kaltag     

Unalakleet     

Shaktoolik     

Koyuk     

Elim     

White Mountain     

Safety     

Nome     
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Iditarod – Southern Route Musher Tracking Sheet                

Checkpoint Position Date In 

Willow     

Yentna Station     

Skwentna     

Finger Lake     

Rainy Pass     

Rohn     

Nikolai     

McGrath     

Takotna     

Ophir     

Iditarod     

Shageluk     

Anvik     

Grayling     

Eagle Island     

Kaltag     

Unalakleet 

Shaktoolik 

Koyuk     

Elim     

White Mountain     

Safety     

Nome     
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Puppy Chow Recipe 
 

1 stick butter 

1 bag chocolate chips 

1 box Rice Chex cereal 

2 cups powdered sugar 

 

Melt one stick of butter over medium heat. Add the chocolate 

chips and stir until melted. In the bottom of a paper bag add 

one cup of powdered sugar. Next add one box of cereal to the 

melted butter/chocolate mixture. Stir until the cereal is coated. 

Pour the cereal mixture into the paper bag with the powdered 

sugar. Add a second cup of powdered sugar on top of the 

cereal. Shake until the cereal is coated. Serve warm or cold. 
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Diorama of a Sled Team 
Directions for Making a Diorama 

1.     Make the dogs from clay. Remember a normal dog team had 9 dogs. Allow these to air dry. 

2.     To form the sled, we used craft sticks. We hot glued the sticks together in the following shape. 

 

Top View 

3. Next form a pack for the sled from felt. Wrap the "pack" with 

yard. Hot glue the "pack" on top of the runners of the sled. 

4. Tie the dogs together with a piece of yard. Attach this yard 

to the sled. 

5. Add rocks and greenery to the diorama. 

6. Sprinkle with flour to resemble snow. 

Side View 
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Related Units 
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